The Devils Views…
A 100% of Nothing is Still Nothing

No if’s, no buts, the taxation revenue isn’t
there and you have no choice but to cut public
sector spending everywhere. Which means
slashing all your budgets by 40% if your lucky,
and if your not, your gone.

was only 35% of GDP. meaning we should be
spending in region of 428 billion on
government if we maintained the same GDP
levels, and to make matters worse your GDP
forecasts per head fall below 2005 levels, and
you income from that 2004/2005 budget was
only 455 billion which was another year you
overspent in. you can’t keep wasting money
like that!

This has to be done now, and it has to be
done quickly, as the other parties are dragging
their feet and making it worse. Your
2009/2010 Budget had expenditure before
over runs at £671 billion, while income was
only £496 billion. that’s a short fall of £175
billion for the year, and you’ve already gone
over that in October, and that’s before the
new tax returns come in, and you realise how
bad it is.

And to add further insult to injury you claim
that it wasn’t predictable, and yet it was. This
recession happens every 10 years, and has
done since the great depression of 1919
(suspicious that, almost as though it were
rigged!) So how they hell you get away with
inflating the budget, when you know there is
less money coming in is beyond me, as your
only employing 21% of the people in the
public sector anyway!

Further to which home owners have no
income coming in, so we can’t pay your
stupid “council tax” -our companies are broke,
and we’re going under daily and your
revenues are a joke. Your spending yet more
money deciding to pay benefit to those who
do nothing instead, your government is an illmanaged, waste machine. You have no
concept of the real world and what it takes to
bring money in. You have destroyed Britain.
your deficit in that budget was projected at
£609.1 billion and that’s ignoring the £102.7
billion Maastricht deficit as well. Giving us a
projected deficit of £1,370 billion by 20132014, or if you include Europe £1520 billion
as well. While our gross domestic product for
2010 is only £1,218,347,000,000 as far as the
international monetary fund is concerned,
and its getting worse by the day.

We have no money coming in here, our
kingdom is broke, with anyone in business
being refused benefit while you profit in
greed. We have been forced to default on our
mortgages which exceed the £5100 rental
income we were getting in the first place
notwithstanding the discrimination we face
for being psychic and a satanic witch was well,
meaning we have next to no chance of
bringing anything in here and still you spend
more, as you haven’t even bothered to
balance a budget since 2001, instead
preferring to abuse the system for their own
personal gain

The kingdom is broke, we have no money
coming in, and you have to cut at least £200
billion from the budget now.

British government expenditure is over 55% of
our gross domestic product a year. In 2000 it

I just wish the queen woke up to who you all
were and moved on your position before any
more damage is done. You should be
disbanded by force – more cuts needed off
with your heads, so we can save the people
again.
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social services is a waste of space, and
is contributing more problems then it
solves, axe the lot
students can be judged on grades,
ofstead goes. and you will need less
bureaucracy in the schools, its time to
get realistic and start making cuts
business link, and other projects of
that ilk, give nothing back, they are a
waste of space, they must go.
Anyone in government or the public
sector receiving, over £40,000 in pay,
is having a laugh. from now on. they
should all be on £40,000 max, we are
running a business on £5100 a year,
and that’s everything including food
(obviously we can’t pay our
mortgages and or council tax, with no
money coming in which is the
problem here!)
No one can afford to pay business
rates when their starting out, and
your council tax aggravates the
problem as anyone who can pay is,
earning an income which can be taxed
at source, with none of the overhead
involved in deciding who gets what
benefit at all, as none of us can pay.
All your budgets must be slashed by
at least 40%, if they are not removed
entirely.
when the banks stopped our money,
they didn’t consult us, we had to
make do with £10 in 2 and 1ps for a
month, and its amazing how far you
can get on nothing, when your given
the choice. enough of these games, it
time to teach the public sector the
value of money again! cut their
budgets now.
You could cut that budget in half,
with no loss of service at all. Only the
oxygen stealers will suffer and they
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are the ones you want to get rid of
now! i.e. all those people who look
for excuses not to work, who drag
their feet, while getting rich of the tax
payer (parliamentarians for one)
Give the lords their power back, and
let them audit parliament, it should
be staffed by the richest people in
Britain, and they should represent
freedom as parliament can’t be
trusted no more.
The NHS is a waste of space its 119
billion budget should be slashed to 45
billion, as your T-4 wards and
incompetence are killing the people
again.
You have persecuted psychics and
witches for far too long, as you try
and make people stupid again, and
enough is enough, it has to end now.
We have the ability to streamline
government and make the data
available online, so we can make our
own blood reports. Its called sql!
Now read rich dad poor dad
immediately, and learn the basics of
finance as you lot have no clue to the
value of money at all.
If you want to destroy a nation. invest
lots of money in it, then when they
get greedy, pull it out really, really fast
and watch the crash as the sheep
follow suit, as you turn on each other
in greed, and destroy one another.
Armies are for pussies. If you don’t
have the money in the system
(someone pulled out) Everyone’s
salaries have to go down as there is
less to share, its not rocket science
but fact. You need money to invest,
which in turn make more money, as
the others suffer and starve because
they failed to get their budget in tact.
Hitler was the chancellor before he
came to power beware that fact…
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